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We are delighted to announce that the International Yacht Brokers Association have announced CSS Platinum as their official security
partner.

CSS Platinum brings a wealth of experience and expertise in providing cyber security services to superyachts and superyacht-supporting
businesses that complements the commitment IYBA provides their members across the globe.

CSS Platinum provides cyber resilience solutions including superyacht IMO cyber compliance, an industry leading Crew Check background
checking and Maritime Cyber Licence (MCL) training products. CSS Platinum have also consulted with several Flag Registries and have
assisted them in designing their IMO Cyber Audits and trained their surveyors, as well as contributing to the BIMCO Guidance on Cyber
Security Aboard Ships. Established among the legal and yacht management company community, they assist an ever-increasing number of
fleets in meeting their cyber resilience, IMO cyber and data privacy obligation.

To date, CSS Platinum have already conducted a full assurance audit of IYBAs security and will be working with them to future proof their
resilience measures to ensure they continuously evolve with the cyber threat landscape and protect the associations’ clients and suppliers.
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Cyber security is a clear and present danger and a constantly
evolving discipline. To date, IYBAhasworked tirelessly to
protect its systems, members, and clients. As the leading

association in the superyacht industry, and reflective of the
pace and sophistication of the present-day cyber threat
landscape, IYBA is committed to ensuring that our cyber

resilience keeps pace, makes us hard to hack, andmeets the
trust, standards of service and respect that our clients and

members deserve.

We recognise that to continue to achieve this we need expert
specialist support, andwe are hugely proud to announce CSS

Platinum as our official security partner of IYBA.
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Security risks can come from all manner of places, even from trusted sources. An example of
this came to court recently with a former employee of an organisation in the U.S facing a
decade behind bars after pleading guilty to destroying large amounts of data in revenge for
being fired.

"An insider threat can wreak just as much havoc, if not more, than an external criminal. The
organisation in question and their customers are now faced with the tremendous headache of
fixing one employee's selfish actions," said FBI assistant director-in-charge Michael Driscoll.

After being fired in May this year, the ex-employee accessed the file server of the NewYork-
based company, opened confidential files and deleted 21.3GB of data, including 20,000 files
and almost 3500 directories.

The destroyed files related to customer documents, including financial data and applications, including the company's anti-ransomware
software.

The company then spent $10,000 fixing the unauthorised intrusion and deletion of documents.

This example translates across all industries, including Maritime and highlights the importance of strict off-boarding of terminated staff as
part of processes and policies implemented within a Security Risk Management Plan.

To learn more about keeping you and your organisation secure, CSS Platinum offer a free security consultation to discuss any risks or areas
of concern for you or your organisation. Send an email to support@cssplatinum.com and one of our teamwill be pleased to contact you to
book a call at your convenience.

Ex-employee destroys 21GB of data in security breach

CSS Platinum are proud to be announced as official sponsors for this years’ ACREWawards in Barcelona.

ACREWwill be celebrating the 4th Edition of the CrewAwards in Barcelona,World Trade Centre in October. The
CrewAwards recognise industry-wide personal achievement and professional excellence in the Maritime

industry.

The theme for 2021 will be Prohibition, with a secret location for the afterparty, just like a speakeasy! CSS
Platinumwill be the official security sponsor to ensure no ‘Cyber McNasty’s’ make an appearance at this

prestigious event. Look forward to finding out more in our next issue!

‘Official Security Sponsor of the CREWAWARDS 2021’

CSS Platinum can’t wait to be
back at FLIBS again this year!
With over 1,000 exhibitors and 1,300 boats the Fort
Lauderdale International Boat Show looks set to be one of
the biggest events yet!


